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Production Products

Super Lifting Program

Strong lifting effect
The effect of lifting the sagged skin and restoring it to its 
original state by using the super-lifting polymer (patented 
ingredient)

Blood circulation promotion, lipolysis effect
It contains green tea extract, caffeine, beta-glucan, and Green 
No.8, promote blood circulation, and break down unnecessary 
fat to make your skin elastic.

Pore reduction
Herb Green No.8, a botanical ingredient extracted from 8 
herbs, shrinks pores and makes your skin smooth and soft.

Wound healing, skin regeneration
Copper Tripeptide / Acetyl Hexaoeplide / Palmitoyl penta 
peptide the extract (patented ingredient) of Hovenia Dulci’s 
fruits are contained, which increase the elasticity of the skin 
and helps collagen formation.

If you look at the lid, 
there is an arrow.

Grab that part and 
lift it up.

Grab the lid and lower 
it as it is.

After removal, just use 
the rubber stopper.

The metal part is 
sharp and there is a 
risk of being cut, so 
please be careful.

Just lower it and turn 
it in the attached 

direction.

SUPER LIFTING PACK SUPER LIFTING POLYMER SUPER LIFTING WRINKLE CREAM
(Wrinkle-improving functional cosmetics)

Product Features

How to use super lifting polymer

Clinical pictures

Capacity  6ml x 10ea Capacity  1ml x 10ea Capacity  30g

These products have been developed and patented by our central 
research center after many years of research, and aim to solve the 
problems of skin aging such as sagging of the skin, enlarged pores, 
skin discoloration, fine wrinkles, protein deficiency, and fat formation 
with a single complex cosmetic prescription. 

This product is used in combination 
with a lifting polymer. When applied to 
the skin, it is a product that has a fresh 
cooling sensation, strongly pulls the skin 
over time, and makes slack and sagging 
skin elastic.

1. Clean your face with a cleansing agent

2.  Open the Super Lifting Polymer lid and place all into the 
Super Lifting Pack container.

3.  Shake it vigorously for about 30 seconds, then mix it well 
evenly again using a pack brush.(When thoroughly mixed, it 
becomes a gel.)

*  If the Super Lifting Polymer and Super Lifting Pack are not sufficiently 
mixed, the effect may be reduced.

4.  Apply evenly over the face using a pack brush so that it does 
not get into the eyes.

5.  If you stay comfortably without talking for about 30 minutes, 
the sagging skin will be strongly pulled. After applying the 
pack to the skin, use a fan to create a breeze, so you can feel a 
better effect with a cool refreshing sensation. 

*  Please note that speaking or laughing while using the pack may 
reduce the effect. 

6. After cleansing, finish with the wrinkle cream in the product.

●The phenomenon of blushing
This phenomenon appears as capillaries are activated due to 
the strong lifting effect. It is the same phenomenon that blood 
circulation increases or your face turns red when you drink 
alcohol. This disappears after about 30 minutes to 1 hour. 
However, if these symptoms persist for 24 to 48 hours or longer, 
it is considered a problem, so please stop using it.

It is a product that is mixed and used 
in a lifting pack, and it is a product that 
makes the skin, that has lost its elasticity 
and that is saggy, youthful.

-   As a product applied at the last step, 
adenosine, a functional ingredient for 
peptide and wrinkle improvement, 
improves wrinkles, and makes the skin 
elastic and healthy.

-   It is a nano-formulation, not a general 
emulsified formulation product with a 
good sense of use, and maximizes the 
effect by being quickly absorbed into 
the skin.

It is a polymer made by dissolving porous minerals. When it comes into contact with weakly acidic skin, it absorbs 
carbon dioxide in the air and changes into a gel form. At this time, in the process of transforming into a gel, porous 
minerals adsorb wastes from the skin and decompose fat, and strongly lift the sagged skin to improve wrinkles 
and make the skin elastic.
Efficacy:  Powerful lifting, wrinkle improvement, whitening. removal of wastes. lipolysis

Efficacy of the main ingredients

How to use

The following symptoms may occur when using the lifting pack

Hovenia Dulcis contains 13% of sugars such as fructose, sugar, glucose, catalase, and peroxidase and contains a lot of 
trace elements such as calcium and triterpenoids, hobenic acid, rutin, potassium, and iron to prevent skin aging.
Efficacy:  antioxidant effect, immunity enhancement. skin stress suppression, skin nutrient flow enhancement, detoxification

Adenosinesome (a functional ingredient for wrinkle improvement recognized by the Korea Food and Drug 
Administration)
As a component of ATP, which is essential in the activity of living organisms, it is easily absorbed into cells and synthesized in vivo. As 
an important substance that regulates various metabolisms, it is effective in improving skin elasticity, preventing skin wrinkles, and 
increasing collagen synthesis.
Efficacy: skin elasticity and wrinkle improvement effect

Adenosinesome is a nano-sized multi-membrane liposome 
structure that stably encapsulates adenosine, a functional 
raw material, in a multi-layered membrane, and then secretes 
adenosine when applied to the skin to maximize the effect.

It is a substance synthesized into a desired molecular structure using amino acids extracted from plants. It 
increases collagen in the skin, improves wrinkles, heals wounds, and regenerates the skin according to the 
molecular structure.
Efficacy:  Collagen increase, wrinkle improvement, wound healing, skin regeneration

Note: Depending on the person, some people have skin troubles even if 
they change water or blow only pollen. This is not because there is some-
thing wrong with the product, but because it is a natural ingredient that 
does not match your constitution. Examples> Mackerel. Taro. Pollen, etc.

●Skin irritation

As it causes a strong lifting effect momently, people with sen-
sitive skin may feel it temporarily, but it is not a side effect, 
so you can use it with peace of mind.

●Itchy phenomenon
This is a phenomenon that occurs when the pack hardens 
and cracks. People with dry skin may feel itchy symptoms, 
but it is not a side effect, so you can use it with peace of 
mind.
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●Super lifting polymer

●Hovenia Dulcis Fruit Extract

●Peptide Copper Tripeptide / Acetyl Hexapeptide / Palmitoyl penta peptide


